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THERMAL--STRESS ANALYSIS FOR A 14000 COMPOSITE BLADE
J.
Introduc tion 	 t;.s;
J	 Since 1977, NASA Lewis Research Center has been pursuing the development
of low cost rotor blade technology for large horizontal axis wind turbine,
Laminated wood manufactured by bonding together 1/10" to 118" thick sheets, or
ply s, wi th epoxy is a particularly attractive candidate material for a rotor
.i
blade since the raw material has high specific strength, high specific stiff-	 a
ness and low cost. This led to the manufacturing of eight laminated wood
4
blades in 1980. They were installed as Mod-OA wind turbine at three different 	 i
locations; Kahuku Point, Hawaii, Culebra, Puerto Rico, and Block Island, Rhode
Island.  Mod-OA turbines have 125' diameter rotors and generate 200 Kilo-Watts
each when in operation. Their performances were closely monitored. In 1981, a
crack was found in Blade No. 1012 located in Block Island, which occurred in
the leading edge extending along the entire blade. The cause of the crack was
^I	 F^
unknown, but thermal-stress induced by the sun was suspected to be one of the	 4
main reasons. Therefore, the investigation has been persuaded along this 	
4
line.
The analysis of thermal-stress of the blade induced by solar insolation 	 i
.4
consists of two phases. The first phase is to find the temperature distri-
bution throughout the blade, a heat conduction problem. The second phase 	 i
is to determine the thermal-stress distribution of the blade caused by the
temperature distribution found in the first phase, a thermal-stress analysis
problem. Since wood is an orthotrople material in the senses of heat
	
;1
conduction and stress-strain relationships, these characteristics must be
included in the analyses of both phases. i
Phase 1: Heat Conduction Analysis
A.	 The Blade and the Assumed Environment
Blade No. 1012 is 700 inches long with maximum chord width of 62.4 inches,
see Fig. I for its overall dimensions. Airfoil standard section MACA 230 Ell,
is used. The thickness to chord ratio of the blade is varied from 31.75 at
station 150 to 7.5 at station 732.
In the determination of temperature distribution throughout the blade, it
is reasonable to assume that a two-dimensional heat conduction analysis of a
typical blade section is adequate, because the blade is basically a slender
body. In addition, the thermal conductivity of wood in longitudinal direction
of the blade, which is parallel to the grain, is do to three times higher than
those in transversal directions. As a result, the temperature gradient in
longitudinal direction is far smaller than those in transversal directions.
This again indicates that a two-dimensional analysis is adequate.
The section at station 126 is arbitrarily selected as a typical section
for analysis. The thickness to chc;d ratio at this station is 30.4, which is
close to those of the sections in the neighborhood of station 300, the main
body of the blade, see Fig. 2. In the nose portion, called 0-spar, 3" thick
laminated rotary veneers of Douglas Fir is used. In the tail portion, 314"
thick honeycomb paper core is installed to provide stiffness and light-weight.
Pieces of sawn Douglas Fir are used for stringers. On the surface, the blade
is covered with a layer of 118" thick Birch Plywood.
Two parked positions of the blade are considered; one keeps the section in
horizontal position, the other, vertical. Technically speaking, the difference







shown in Fig. 3 and 4. 	 The heat flux i n -,4. 7nne is defined as the portion of
boundary surface of the blade exposed to the :gun, 	 The solar insolation is
I
estimated at 353 BTU/ft2-hr [ 2] •	 The absorbti vi ty of the blade surface is 'P
.'^ estimated at 0,9, which is not only on the safe side for the purpose of stress j	 1
;f analysis but also has a good reason:
	 after a long period of exposure, the
blade surface is usually dirty and full of bug remains, which often drastically
Aa
increase the surface absorbtivity. 	 Thus, the heat flux input, qr, for the heat
flux input zone is !}
4
i
qr = 363 x 0.9 = 326 BTU/ft2-hr
n
F The ambient temperature, T , is assumed to be 90 *F, typical temperature for
a hot summer morning in Block Island.	 Further,	 the air is assumed to be a
r;
still, and the convective heat transfer coefficient, h, for the blade surface +
is assumed to be 5 BTU/ft2-hr.°F -
.1
In des,.ription of wood properties, three mutually perpendicular axes,




L, is parallel to the grain,
	 the radial axis, R, is normal to the growth rings,
k and the tangential axis, T, is perpendicular to the grain but tangent to the
'I	
r
growth rings.	 The thermal conductivities of the Blood in l., T and R directions
[91 are listed in Table 1, note that a small difference of 10% is assumed
between
	 kT and kR to account for possible physical differential between these
two directions.	 Since rotary veneer is used in blade construction, the axes
L., T, and R correspond to principal material axes 9, 	 4 and n respectively. J
The material axes will be used in next section.
The thermal conductivity of honeycomb paper core may be estimated by
using the average value for paper and air, which is 0.013 BTU/hr.ft.°F -
'.	 i
r.0
Table 1. Thermal Conductivity of Wood









B. Governing Partial differential Equation
Because of the configurational complexity of the blade section and the
orthotropic property of heat conduction of the wood composite, finite element
method with variational approach is chosen as the method of solution. This
method may also be called as a numerical method in solving partial differential
equations. For an element of an orthotropic material, the controlling partial
differential equations may be derived in the following outlines.
Heat flux input - Meat flux output = Heat retention in body	 (1)
Referring to Figure 5, let 'f' be the heat flux and ` k', the thermal
conductivity, their directions along axes y, z, 4 and n are indicated  by
subscripts. 'T' represents the temperature, 'Cp', specific heat and Y,
the density of wood. Thus, Equation (1) may be expressed as
fyI y dxdz + fxI zdxdy - CfyI Y+AY dxdz] - [fzlz
+Oz
 dxdy]













ay (-fy) + a z(-fz)
	 P Gp at
	
(3)
Since the principal axes of the material, ^;, and n, are in general at an angle,
!, with global axes y and z as shown in Fig. 5, the following transformation
may be used,
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Equation (5) is the governing partial differential Equation for the heat
conduction analysis of the blade.
The boundary conditions around the surface of the blade are: ri
I
G,




qr = 326 BTUlft2 hr	 (5a)
! (b)	 convective heat transfer loss s qC^ for the entire boundary ^! 'E
surface of the blade,,
. It! S
J qc	 h(Ts -- T)	 (5b) a
where Ts is the surface temperature of the blade, a variable.
4
I	 it
C.	 Calculus of Variation t
For a given problem with a governing differential equation and boundary
,a
i,
conditions, the task of the variational formulation is to find the unknown
function 'F' for the differential equation, which extremizes or makes














T(x), is a weak variation of T(x), namely
i
N
T((x) = T(x) k En(X)	 (7)
e is an error term of a small magnitude , n(x) is an error function which
vanishes at its boundaries.
From the calculus of variation [31, when 'I' is extremized respect
to 'T' and the error term a is made to approach zero, the Euler-Lagrange
Equation is formed, namely
aF	 d^ aF	 r	
(8)
aT r dx 8T r
In other words, the functional 'I' is extremized or made stationary when
the Euler-Langrange equation and its boundary conditions are satisfied.
Therefore, the task of seeking solution, T(x), for the governing partial
differential Equation (5) becomes a numerically simpler problem, that is,
finding first the 'F' in such a way that its Euler-Lagrange equation is
identical to the governing differential equation. Next, the Functional 'I'
is formed. Then the finite element method is used to find an approximate
temperature profile which extremizes the functional and satisfies the
boundary conditions. The temperature profile so obtained is the solution








2 Uk^ cos2 6 + kn sin2 6) (3yaT ) 2 + (k 4 sin2 B + kn cos2 O) ( aTOT) 2
+ (k4 - kn) sin26 (ay )
y
 (az3 + 2P Cp at T3	 (9)
Thus, the functional which contains the Function 'F' as described
in Equation (9) and the corresponding function for boundary conditions
(5a) and (5b), is
I = fv FdV+ fs EgrT+ I h (T-T) 2 1 ds	 (^a)
D.	 Finite Element Method - Variational Approach
The cross section of the blade at station 126 is selected as the typical
section for temperature profile determination. Triangular elements are used.
The blade consists of 3 different kind of materials, Douglas Fir, Birch
plywood and honeycomb paper core. It was divided into 75 regions, see
Fig. 5. Each region was further divided into proper numbers of columns and
rows. See Table 2. Then the triangular finite element mash is generated




Region Row Column Region Raw Column Region Row Column
1 2 2 26 2 7 51 3 3
2 2 5 27 2 5 52 3 9
3 2 7 28 2 3 53 3 9
4 2 7 29 2 3 54 3 9
5 2 5 30 2 3 55 3 9
7 2 3 32 2 5 57 3 3
8 2 3 33 2 7 58 3 2
9 2 3 34 2 7 59 3 2
10 2 9 35 2 5 60 3 3
12 2 9 37 2 2 62 3 3
13 2 9 38 3 2 63 3 3
14 2 3 39 3 5 64 3 3
15 2 3 40 3 7 65 3 5
6 2 3 41 3 7 6 3 7
17 2 3 42 3 5 67 3 7
18 2 5 43 3 3 68 3 5
19 2 7 44 3 3 69 3 2
20 2 7 45 3 3 70 2 2
22 2 2 47 3 3 72 3 3
23 2 2 48 3 2 73 3 2
24 2 5 49 3 2 74 5 3
25 2 7 50 3 3 11	 75 2 10
sect— u.r . .	 ._.. ^.-	 -• .._.-.-,a.-	 ..:.... ^.	 _,	 _	




To describe the finite element method, a typical element as shown in Fig. S
is chosen. An approximate temperature profile, T(y,z), can be constructed by
using shape functions Ni, Nj and 61 k to linearly interpolate among the nodal
temperatures Ti, Tj and Tk, the values of which are to be determined. T(y,z)
is described as:
	









j + bj y + c j z]	 (11a)
Hk = 
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 - YkZj, aj = YkZi - Z k Yi,	 ak = Y7Zj - YjZi
b i
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Substitute T(y,z)	 into Equation	 (10), and partial differentiate	 'T'
;t
with respect to unkno,tn nodal temperatures. Then,	 set them equal	 to
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Note that n is the total number of elements of the blade. [Cl is the
capacitance matrix, [P], the heat flux matrix and [K], the conductance matrix
of the entire blade. DO and CKe] contain 'or' in their expressions. The
purpose is to accommodate the elements with one edge or two edges on the
boundary of the blade. For example, if edge j-k is on the boundary, the term
which contyins Lik is maintained and the other two are deleted. For a non~
boundary element, Lij, Lik and L ki are assumed a value of zero. Thus, the
last term of CKe] is deleted and [Pe] is dropped off for that element.
Equation (12) describes the heat conduction problem in trancient state.
When it reaches the steady state, the rate of change of temperature respect to




[K] [T] = [P]
	
(13)
Equation (13) describes the beat conduction problem in steady state.
E. Heat Conduction in steady State
Two steay--state Heat Conduction Analyses are made on the University NAS
5650 computer system. The first analysis is performed when the blade section
is placed in horizontal position, the second, in vertical position. The sun
is assumed to shine vertically on the top of the blade, wh =ich defines the heat
flux input zone as shown in Fig. 3 or 4. So only the element with an edge
on the top side has heat flux input 'qr' entering the element thru that edge.
The temperatures an all nodal points were obtained. Only the temperatures of
the exterior nodes are plotted in Fig. 9 and 10. Temperatures of interior
nodes are shown representively on typical sections in Fig. 11.
^t	 ^I





Observing Fig. 9 and 10, one finds that both of the sunny side surfaces
reach a high temperature of 155°F and the opposite sides are on or slightly
above 90°F. The identicalness of the results and that the 'low temperature is
so close to the ambient temperature offer strong assurances that the analysis
is correct. Further, Fig. 11 shows a smooth transition from high temperature
side -to low temperature side in all sections. They again indicate that the
results are quite reasonable and hence reliable.
F.	 Heat Conduction in Transient State
It is important to determine the length of sunshine time required for the
blade to reach the steady-state temperature. If the length of time required
is not more than the sunshine hours of a day in the summer, the steady-state
temperature may be used as the critical temperature distribution for analysis.
Otherwise, temperature distribution at the end of sunshine hours of a day
should be used.
In time domain, a linear interpolation model is used, see Fig. 12. The
unknown temperature field {T1, spanning from one time to another separated
by a time step o t, may be expressed as
{T1 = Ni {Ti} + Nj {Tj}	 (14)








substitute Equation (14) into Equation (12) and apply Galerkin's method C51,
two integral matrix equations are produced, they are,
At
	 d{T}




f d j (Cc]dt- + [K] {T} - {P}} dt W o	 (15b)
0
The time derivative of Equation (14) is,
dh	 did 3	 4
i
--} - -d- {Ti } + -a {T j } - Q t {Ti } + at {Tj }	 (16)	 t _
f.	 Substitute Equations (14) and (16) into Equation (15a), we have, 	 #
At	 C]	 CC7	 tCKZ	 tf (1- t ) JS2 {Tj } -	 {Ti} + - E 	{T j } + (1 w ) [K] {Tj} - {Pi}) dt = 0o	 et	 At
After integration, it yields, 	 E
of	 At(--- ^- -^ CK]} {T } - (C ^ - 3tl CK]) {Ti } + 2- [Pi]	 (17)
f	 The constants in parentheses are weighting factors, which tray be modified to
improve the stability of the numerical solution process. Based on Donea's >t
suggestion [61, Equation (17) is modified to the following form.
[K]) {T j } -- (EC] - At CKD {Ti) + et [Pi]	 (18}	 -2 	 3	 2	 6	 2	 t
I







The initial temperature of the blade is assumed to be uniform and same
as the ambient temperature, 90"F, namely,
{T i } = {To}t-0, = {900}
then, an iterative process is commenced to determine the temperature at the
next time step t + e t, namely {T 3 % by using Equation (18). This process is
repeated until the maximum difference between {T3} and {Ti} is smaller than
a predetermined small quantity. In this analysis, 500 second is chosen
as b t and good results are obtained as shown in Figs. 13 and 14.
Observing Figs. 13 and 14 and the computer results, numerical instability
is experienced in the first hour, but thereafter, stability is restored and
steady-state condition is reached. They indicate that the length of sunshine
time required for the blade to reach the steady-state temperature is in the
neighborhood of 4 hours. Obviously, this is possible. Thus, steady-state
temperature distribution of the blade is used as the input of Phase II, finite
element thermal-stress analysis.
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PHASE 11. THERMAL-STRESS ANALYSIS
A.	 Plane-Strain Thermoelastic Problem
From the previous discussions, it has been stated that the blade is a
slender body, its length is large compared with its maximum cross--sectional
dimension, The thermal input along the blade axis is close to uniform,
namely, the blade temperature is independent of the axial coordinate. Under
these conditions, the use of the concept of plain strain not only provides a
good solution [71, but also greatly reduces the computational effort, because
it decreases a three-dimensional problem to a two-dimensional one.
If the orthogonal axes system 4, n and 9 are used, the fundamental
assumptions for a plane-strain thermoelastie problem are:
u^ = g ,	 ug W	 un = lint ^, n}	 (19)
The corresponding strain components have the form:
Eg `" 1-9; - Egn ` 0
The stress field is related to the strain field by the elastic constants of
modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratios. As stated before, wood is an
orthotropic material, the modulus of elasticity of wood in longitudinal
direction (parallel to grain) have in general, a significant difference with
those in radial or tangential direction, some twenty times as large C91
To account for the possible difference in radial and tangential directions,
a 10% difference is again maintained in this computation. For plywood, an
1










Douglas Fir Birch Birch Plywood
EL 1.95x105 psi 2.10x1.06 psi 1.38x106 psi
ET 0.098X106 psi 0.105x106 0.77x106
ER 0.133x106 psi 0,164x106 E0.164x106
GTR 0.014x106 psi 0.036406 0.076x106
The Poisson's ratios `v` and the thermal expansion coefficients, a, of
wood are also different significantly in the major axis directions. They [91
are listed in Table 4.
Table 4.
Douglas Fir Birch Birch Plywood
2.1x3.0"6 /°F 2.1x1.061°F 14.57x10"6
aT 34.9X10'5/°F 39.52x3.0'6/G 27.05x10"'6
aR 25.9x1A"61 °F 30.38x10"6/°F 30.38x3.0"'6
'LR 0.292 0.426 0.433
ULT 0.449 0.451 0.308
vRT 0.390 0.697 0.476
vTR 0.287 0.447 0.440
vRL 0.020 0.033 0.255
vl























B.	 Formulation of Potential Energy
In Phase I. the heat conduction portion of the problem, a governing
partial differential equation needs to be established first, then, the finite
element method in Variational approach is employed as a numerical procedure to
obtain its solution. Now, for the problem of finding the thermal-stresses due
to a temperature distribution, no controlling differential equation can be
found. Thus, a conceptually different technique must be used to determine
directly the displacement field, Ifl, without going through the intermediate
step of establishing the differential equation. Once {f) is found, the stress
field {a} can be determined accordingly.
First, with an assumed displacement field and under the influence of
temperature rises at various locations, the total potential energy, P.E., may
be expressed as
P.E. = J {
1
I ESITCE3 Eel -' [ elTCE3 [ aT]) dv	 (21)
V
where V represents the total volume of the blade. In a two-dimensional case,
it may be replaced by the multiplication of thickness and cross-sectional area,
i.e., t * A.
Let v and w be the displacements of a point i n ^ and ii directions, we may
express Eel in terms of the displacement field {f} as follows:
{c } Lai {fl
Further, the strain components of a point, W, may be expressed in terms of
nodal displacements W. For demonstration purpose, a triangular element as
shown in Fig. 15 and the aforementioned shape functions, IN], are again used,
the strain field, (el, may be expressed as:




lei = Ls] {n}
where
Ls] = Ca] LN]
IN]
Ni 0 Ni 0 Nk 07
0 Ni 0 Nj	 0 Nk
L









Laj + bj ; + cj n]
Nk = ZA Lak + bk 9 + Ck n]
Note that A, ai, aj and ak have been described in (11b) and (11c).
Expanding {D} to cover all the nodal displacements in the entire blade section
and substituting Equation (22) into Equation (21), one obtains:
P.E. = 2 [D]T {f[$]TLE][S]dv1 ED] -- EDIT f[B]TLE]L«T]dv	 (23)
Equation (23) expresses the total potential energy of the blade section in
finite element formulation.
LD] --	 f
 ^ 	 1
20
C.	 Finite Element Methdd--Minimum Potential Energy Approach
Recall that the total potential energy, P.E,, is formed based on an
assumed displacement field {f}, for each element. These fields are then
expressed in terms of unknown modal displacements by using shape functions.
Although admissible fields are chosen, the compatibility conditions are
therefore satisfied within the elements and at the nodes, yet the equilibrium
conditions remain to be determined. y
It is known that among all admissible configurations of a conservative
system, those that satisfy the equations of equilibrium make the potential
energy stationary with respect to small variations of displacement. If the
stationary condition is a minimum, the equilibrium state is stable. Thus,
the equilibrium conditions many be sought through the minimization of the
k'
total potential energy P.E., namely,
8PE------
 -. 0	 (24)
aD
or,	 (E f [B]T EE][B]dv) W E f [B]T [E]C(xT]dv	 (25)
1 v	 _	 v	 -_
where v is the volume of an element.
Equation (25) may be written in the following simplified form: 	 E
F
EK] [U] = [P]
	 (26)
where [K] is the total stiffness of the blade and [k] is the stiffness
of each element.[Pel is the thermal load produced at nodal points in a













[Pe3 = f [BITEEI(atldv
v
Equation (26) is the finite element formulation of the blade section
if isotropic material is used.
	
But the wood composite is an orthotropic
li
material, the matrices of modulus of elasticity EEI in Equation (25), need
to be modified accordingly as to be described in the following sections.
D.	 The Treatment of Orthotropic Property
For an orthotropic material such as wood [83 and in the case of plain
strain, the normal strain-stress relationships apply-
Vi71	 49
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Substituti on of Equation (29) Into (28) produces:
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may	 described i n a matrix form asor, the stress-strain relationshi ps 	  be :-Fl:.
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From the Maxwell-Betti ` s Reciprocal theorem, _ ar
cE n = bE C , }
E,i	b
or,	 aEg	 c








Equation (33) gives the matrix [Em] for plane strain in an orthotropic
material, where 4, n and 9 are principal directions of orthotropy.
The elasticity constants of wood, v, E, a and G, have been described in
Tables 3 and 4. In view of the blade construction, wood property axis T
corresponds to axis 4 in this section, R to n and L to 9.
E.	 Element Axes to Structural Axes
Because of the blade curvature, the principal axes of material at one
point in the blade section have in general, a different orientation with
respect to the structural axes than those at another point. A typical
orientation of laminated wood has been shown in Fi g. 5, where ^, n and 9 are
the principal axes of material and local axes of the element, while y, x and x
are the structural axes and the axes of the blade section. The transformation
from material axes to structural axes is necessary for all elements in order
to unify them in the framework of structural axes. This transformation process
may be described as follows:
Tms = Transformation from structural axes to material axes
then,
i Em} = ETms] {Es}	 (34)






sin 0 COs 0
CT msl _	 si n2 0	 COS2 B	 -sin 0 cos 0 f
-2 sin 0 cos
	 2 sin a cos 0	 cost
 0 -sin2 0^
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In addition, the stress transformation from material axes to structural
axes is	 j
las	 [Tms]T {cml	 (35)
A proper stress-strain transformation may then be obtained by first stating
the stress--strain relationships in material axes, namely,`
{c	 LEm7 {cm }	 (36).
where CEml has been described in Equation (33). Substitution of Equation
(34) and (36) into (35) gives:
[asl = 1Tms1T [Eml [Tms3 {es}
or
{as} = [Es] {es}	 (37)
where
[Es1 = CTm$ 1T [EM] [Tms]
[Es] is the matrix of modulus of elasticity for orthotropic material, of which
the material axes 4 and n are oriented at 0 angle with respect to principal
axes y and z, and material axis 9 coinsides with structural axis x. This
matrix is used in place of [E] in Equation (25) for the determination of the
stiffness of each element, [k], and thermal load matrix of each element, LPe3.
Then, proper combinations of [k] and CPel respectively for all elements render
EK1 and [P] as described in Equations (25) to (27). Finally, the equation
(26) is solved and the displacements of all nodal points [Ua are determined.
When the displacement field is found, the stresses at each element can be
computed accordingly. Thus, the determination of thermal-stress distribution















F. Therma l Stresses
Corresponding to the two steady —state Heat Conduction analyses made in
Phase 1, two thermal-stress analyses are run on the University computer. The
stresses are all computed in material axes 4 and n as shown in Fig. 5. Only
i+
the stresses of elements in the surface layer are plotted. For example, 	 j
Fig, 16 shows the stresses in ^ direction when the blade section is in
horizontal position, and Fig. 17 shows the same type of stresses when the
blade section is in vertical position.
Observing Fig. 16 and 17, one finds that the high temperature sides of
the blades, stresses of same magnitude are induced. This offers an indepen-
dent check on the correctness of the computations. The sense of the stresses
on the high temperature side is tensile, this is largely due to the special
characteristics of the blade construction. As described before, in D—spar a
thin layer of 118" Birch plywood wraps around 3" of lamintated Douglas Fir.
The thermal expansion coefficient in tangential direction of Douglas Fir is
about 23% higher than that of Birch plywood. When the temperature rises,
the thin layer of Birch plywood is 'stretched' by the expanding Douglas Fir.
Thus, tensile stresses are produced on the exterior surface of the blade.
This computational phenomenot, agrees to the rationality of engineering.
Furthermore, in view of the smooth transition from high stress area to low
stress area, in Fig. 16 the stresses on the tail portion varies when the
interior materials changed from Douglas Fir to honeycomb paper core; and the
approximately symmetrical stress distribution on Fig. 17 for an approximately
symmetrical blade geometry and thermal loadings; one can conclude, short of
experimental verification, that the analysis offers a set of results with high
believability.
Conclusion Remarks
A. Pre-run Program Testings
For the purpose of increasing the reliability of the finite element
analyses, both the heat conduction analysis computer programs and the thermal-
stress analysis computer programs have undergone several testings before using
on the analysis of the blade. These testings consist of solving smaller but
sim lar engineering problems with either theoretical solutions or solutions
given by other authors. Nearly identical results have been obtained in all
testings.
B. Fi ner-Mesh Testing
After the thermal--stress analysis has been performed on the blade, for a
finite element model of 388 elements, the analysis is repeated on a finer-mesh
model of 688 elements, For the finer-mesh model, the stresses in 4 direction
of the surface layer elements are shown in Fig. 18. A comparison of Fig. 16
to Fig. 18 shows that the stresses of the former are converging to the
corresponding stresses of the later. This is considered to be a good
convergence test for finite eleme?it analysis.
C. Engineering Judgement
The final results of steady-state temperature distribution and the
thermal-stress distribution as shown in Figs. 6, 7, 16 and 17 are agreeable
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D.	 The Cause of Cracking
The allowable stresses in principal directions of Birch plywood [91 are
listed in Table 5. A comparison reveals that the maximum blade thermal-
stress, which occurs in 4 direction, is far lower than the allowable stress
•'sn the corresponding direction, ar. Although the trancient thermal-stress




it is believed that they should not exceed the allowable stress level for a






Allowable Stresses for Birch Plywood
Compressive Tensile






In conclusion, the cause of cracking of the blade is not due to thermal
stresses induced by the sun. Investigation of other causes, such as poor
manufacturing, needs to be made. In addition to the elimination of thermal
stress as a possible reason of blade cracking, the research brings forth a
method and a practical example of thermal--stress analysis for an engineering I
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Figure 16a. Thermal Stresses !nil Direction,









Figure 17. Thermal Stresses in
	 Direction,































































































Computer Programs and Output Examples
(A) Grid Generation Program for Triangular Element	 Al
(B) Bandwidth Reduction Program	 A6
(C) Steady State Heat Conduction Program - Beat 1 	 A10
(D) Transcient State Heat Conduction Program - Heat 2	 A22
(E) Changes on Grid Generation Program, Program (A),
from Triangular Element to Rectangular Element 	 A37
(F) Changes on Bandwidth Reduction Program, Program (B),
from Triangular Element to Rectangular Element	 A39
(G) Transfer Program - Preparing Output Data from Programs
(A) and (C) in the Form of Input Data of SAP IV	 A42
(H) SAP IV Program for Thermal Stress Analysis when the Blade
Section is in Horizontal Position - Rectangular Elements 	 A45
(I) Transformation of Stresses in Structural Axes of SAP iY
to Stresses in Material Axes	 A65
(d) Output Example 1: Temperature Distribution when the
Blade Section is in Horizontal Position 	 A66
(K) Output Example 2: Thermal Stresses of Elements Along
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IF(NDIFF.GE.MINMAX) GO TO 60
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40	 CONTINUE
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DO 50 I=1,4
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C	 WRITE (IO,2000)N,II,JJ,KK,X( 1),Y(1),K(2),Y(2),X(3),Y(3),CONDTX(N), 	 ?










C	 WRITE(6,277)N,(( ELKT(I,J),J=1,3),1=1,3)	 F7:
277 FORMAT(' ',I51 3(3`25.6/))	 Ij
D0 220 LL--1,3
I=NPT(N,LL)










c	 WRITE(6, 5050)((THSTF(i,J) ,J=1,NBW),>!= 15 ,20)
5050 FORMAT(7G11.5)
C
C	 WRITE (6,200) NBAND
200 FORMAT(1HO,' NBAND= ',I5)





SUBROUTINE FORMTF(NE,NP,NBW) 	 F..'
C	 jl










COMMON / SOLID / Z,R,AREAE,THSTF
1 ,THCAP,NPT(752,3)
REAL^LB	 ZZ(482,35),F,EF,R,ELFI,ELF2,ELF3,FF,HLL









L	 FOR EACH ELEMENT ,FORM THERMAL FORCE VECTOR
C
C	 WRITE(6,9999)














JJ=NPT (N, 2 )



























XI2IVN INSIOIddHOO • " " " " ' O
0
dN`T=i OST Oa
(ZSL)V.LSS` (ZSL)dOOHH' (ZSL)V.La i` (ZSL)VIZZX 1.1001 N019400
5'.LHS `d0oHH `v.lax` v,LHZX 8 a avail




dISH',L `HVSHV `U ` Z / MOS / NOW1400
0
(Z`ZSL)HHQISI`(ZSL)H/NSANOO/NO[,ld00
(S£`aaV)dVOH.Lf (S£`z8V)a", lcla`,LQa 9*UVRU
(ZSL)HVHHV` (Z247)H` (ZSV)z 9* ' VTJ
SWIDIM09 HONHUWOTa 2I0d SSOI81 VI4 H'iff[dSSSV " " " " "0
(ZZ 
s 
MSN `dN) UUNSSV HN MOZIMS
aNH
MUM

















os u ao (o'ba, (.N)I)aa)dI	0
	
as oi. oo (o•ba'(rr)da)di	o
	















ov of an(£'ba, br) di
os o.L oo(z•bH'br } di






ORIGINAL Pa' C.",7 f
OF Poor, Qa^AU ^7
2000 FORMAT C
 ' , 6E9.5)
C
C.......... THERMAL LOAD VECTOR
C
F( I, 1) = ERI)
C
150 CONTINUE
C	 WRIT'E(5,131:3) (F(I,1), I=1,NP)
1313 FORMAT(' ' , G11.5)
1001 FORMAT (IH J3,11G11.5)
C








OF PO®C^^ t! .?	 t





















COMMON / SOLID / Z,R,AREAE,THSTF ,.	 ?
1 ,THOAP,NPT(752,3',TOLD ^^-
REAI;*— S	 ZZ(483,18),WK(10000),F,EF,MAX(500)




C	 DATA NT1/343,347,351,355,359,363,367,371,375,379,383/ r
C<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
,
C	 DEFINITION OF THE CONTROL PARAMETERS
C	 AREAE( NE )	 ARRAY CONTAINS AREA OF EACH ELEMENTS
C	 R	 { NE*3): ARRAY CONTAINS THE X —COORDINATES OF EACH ELEMENT
C	 Z	 ( NE `3) : ARRAY CONTAINS THE Y •-COORDINATES OF EACH ELEMENT (I
C	 T	 ( 3 )	 : ARRAY CONTAINS THE TEMP. OF THE ELEMENT'S THREE
C	 NODES.
C	 TOLD ( NE'3): ARRAY 	 COPIES THE T(3) ARRAY FOR EACH ELEMENT
C	 NE	 = NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
C	 NP	 = NUMBER OF GLOBAL TEMPERATURES "	 {
C	 NBW	 = BAND WIDTH
C	 Ii	 = CONVECTION COEFFICIENT f^





C	 INPUT OF THE TITLE CARD AND THE CONTROL PARAMETERS
C<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>< ><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>














































VlVC1 lNURS`IS 30 ,CAIRN OHM QNH LfIdNI 0
0
XIUJ-Vl1 SONOd U9079 QNF7 XI1JVN SSSNJJIJ.S 'IVSO'ID SHl dO ON17,7914SSSy 0
( (£)AHt'X9'(£)XHV'X9t
`(Z)AHt'X9` (Z)XH37`X9`(T)AHI?'X9' (T)xiiv'X9'AiSSiinN woN	'ISNHLTE
'XT'//T'LJ'= Maim. aiagdHST`XVT'L3'= (IMM21 alnU3H5T'XTZ








(i7VOT `XT ///' THT )J.VliHOd V
OVOT)MM103 £
(S I £ mi'laod Z
('7' OT39' SI{7)ZVNHOJ I ........................................................0
MSN' SN' dN ( OT T' Or) S,LIUM
L- -ivnD mood 40









C DOUGLAS FIR LOOP	 ...........
C

























































































121 FORMAT(4I5 , M.0.4)
C








X ( 1 )= X(I) /12.0170
X ( 2 )= X(2) /12.ODO
X ( 3 ]= X(3) /12.0170
Y ( I )= Y(I) /12.ODO
Y ( 2 )= Y(2) /12.ODO














































C ECHO THE INPUT........
C	 WRITE(I0,23) NEL,.NS,X(1),Y(1),X(2),Y(2),X(3),Y(3)
C	 -` , HH,RHO,CP,ISIDE,T
23 FORMAT(IHO,I5,1X,3I5,2X,6(IX,F8.4),2X,2F5.0,F6.3,2X,2I3,
:. 2X,3F6.0)
C CALCULATION OF THE CONDUCTION MATRIX
C










AREAE(KK)=(X(2)*Y(3) -X(2) *Y(1)+X(3)*Y(1) —X(3)*Y(2)
I + X(1)*Y(2)—X(I)*Y(3))/2.0







319	 FORMAT(' ELEMENT NO. `,I8,3F12.4)
	
7	 CONTINUE


































MIZ 9HS IV NOUMIUSIa aH0JV'dZcTRRJ, , `THT `//).LV NUOJ990
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(MgN ` dN ` gN) OITTaOd gUVO
(UZll `aNIS`MUN`dM'SN) X,II UOd UgVD









(aI `I='I` ('I)A30` (rl)14ONaON) (LOZ `OI)g,II2IMZZZ

























CF GTST IS THE STOPPING CRITERION. ITERATION STOPS WHEN DIFFr BET1? 4
CF
1222
T(NEW) AND T(OLD) IS LESS THAN 0.3 DEGREE'
FORMAT(/,2X,F10.5)





1200 DO 3011	 IJP = 1,483
WRITE(7,666)IJP
666 FORMAT(//,' TEMPRATUE DISTRIBUTION AT POINT 	 ',I5,/)



















COMMON / SOLID / Z,R,AREAE,THSTF
1 ,THCAP,NPT(752,3),TOLD
REAL-8	 ZZ(483,18),F,B,FF,EF
















CSI ` ,-INUNSUa aO , `X£ `£I ` , SQISNI , `0HT)ZHidZI0d
N`br (ZT`OI)ST,IaM
(bI `N) Haaisi = bf
OtZ 01 00 { 0 ' S'I ' (bI `N)izr-4QISI ) 3I
(OT I£ ` o c[asodxa SQIS , )JvI aoa
(z`T=Tf, (Tf,N)HSQISI ) `N(508L`9)ZLI lM
Z`I=bI QT off
£Noo =(Z**DSO)+TNoo;! {Z ?IS) _ (£`£),Lxrla
CN00;-010*f0)+Tl+io3-",0ig*rS) = (£`Z)ima
=0* C Z*;:-f 0) +TNOD,,	(Z`Z)l9IS




C (N) HVHUV -^) /T
Md'IV) SOD)	(VHd'IH)NIS)*CN)VSSZX)=£N0D
{N)HVZZIVa-'V)/CBHd'?V: Z)NIS*((N)V.IaX-(N)VJ.aZX)=ZNOD
C CN) SVSZHV**'i) /I
:( IdIv)NIS) -(N)VLS)IFZa=-,:{(VHdlv)50D)x-(N)V,Iazx)=TNOO
(N) vlS8=9Hid'Iv
(9 ' ZT 39 `XZ ).LvlgzHoa (07", (Z)7` (T)-k` (OX, Wx` (T)x(SSS`9)uIdm











(Z `N).LdN = ff










(f)B.LUai (f)Vzsx`(f)V13ZX(a9L`9)SSIUM	0 SN`T=t' 668 Oa





















OF pootll U_' ,.L[ ti
IF ( JQ.EQ	 3).KQ= 1
LG = DSQRT((X(KQ)- X(JQ)).'.*2+(Y(KQ)-Y(JQ))--*-*2)
HL =H(N):;LG/6.
IF(JQ.EQ.1) GO TO 20
IF(JQ.EQ.2) GO TO 30
IF(JQ.EQ.3) GO TO 40
GO TO 10
10	 ELhT(1,1)= ELKT(1,1)+HL ' 2.






















^T N G  B A 
	
IL_ 0!
C~-	 --------------------- --------------------------240 CON	
fit	 ^j
G	 WRITE( IO,266)N,X(1),Y(1),X(2),Y(2),X(3),Y(3),AREAE(N),NBAND
266 FOMIAT(1HO,I5,6(1X,F8.4),2X,D14.7,2X,I5) 	 ?j
C	 WRITE(6,277)N,(( ELKT(I,J),J=1,3),I=1,3)
277 FORMAT(' ',I5/ 3(3F25.6/))
DO 220 LL--1,3	 {
DO 210 Ill=1,3
IF(MM.LT .LL) GOTO 210=NPT(N,LL)^
J=LABS (NPT (N, PIM) - I)+1	 it
IF(NPT(N,MkQ.LT.NPT(N,LL)) I =NPT(N,MM)	 °, I
THSTF(I,J) =THSTF(I,J)+ELKT(LL ,MM) 	 f
C	 WRITE(6,7543)I,J,II,JH,NPT(N,J),NPT(N,I)








C	 WRITE (6,200) NBAND
200 FORMAT(1H0,' NBAND= ',I5)
C

















REAL 8 CON ,ELCAP(3,3),THCAP(483,18),TOLD(483),THSTF(483,18)
1 ,THSTF1(747,17)
COMPION/CONVENT/H(752),SIDEH(752,2)
COMMON / SOLID / Z,R,AREAE,THSTF
1 ,THCAP,NPT(752,3),TDLD
REAL--8	 ZZ(483,18),F,EF,B,COF,FF,KZETA,KETA

















5880 FORMAT(' CAPACITANCE MATRIX ELEMENTS ARE
200 DO 230 N--1,NE
C
























CES^7)a'IO^`Zaa` (£)x` (s)x` CzsL)^e^^^` (ES^)x` {£s^)z s.^a^^
{sT`ss*^)3^,sx^`(sT`ES^i)d^OH^`3OO`'I^02I`J'I`CE)3'IH s^'I^^i
U0103A HOHOa UNHURL NHOd
(MHN ` dN ` Hid) a.LId2t0a dNimouans
aNH
MUM
U010HA ROXOa 'iVNXaH.I MUM` INSH3`I9 HOVa UDd
oa • OT- dNIZ
9=0I
/Oa9999999999' /m viva
(zsL)ax` tzsL)itb sr zVTJ
(Z5L)^1ZHH` (zsL}dO0H2I` (ZSL)^7 d}I`
 (ZSC)^7Z3ZX /,IN00/ NOW400
V,LrZH ` d3OHU' VIMI `V.IHZX 2,' UV9H
ZZ ` (Z9L)aS` (£sl7)a / limos / NDIdIdOO
'i`TH`
 ad' Carl VzaIa`i3`I.H`S`aa,a'tsi`£s'!)ZZ	s.,.uvHa
aZOl`
 (E`ZSL),IdN`dVOH,L` T

















((/9'szac)E /si`, ,).LHIgHoa Liz
	



















(Z)aaa+s' .J`I- (N)'IH= (-6) qu
OT OZ Or,
Cz)aIS+s'^=o'I,:(N)aH= Mau
(T ).gas+S',-0'Ta-(N)'^H=^J (T) aa^
ovz 01 Or
0t oz Oo(£'bs- or) al
o£ OIL oo(z'bs'br) aI oz os oo(T'bs'br) aI
aNI,L* (N)H+(N) Hb=CN) ZI:
( S ' OTa `xz IVII NOa
Ja(666`9)HJ,IW




ot^z of oo(o'aq'(br`N)HaaTsi)m Z`T=bT OT oC
ZZr2-(*M-=(Z) aa:
T XIS"Pj--(T) aa.
( (xx) a'IOZ- xo*xg+(rr} a'IOZ,=f0 ,.)m -( I I) a`IOi;=I0 .'I9) :=ZN00=£3'I:
((xx)a'IOZ;xo=:ra+(rr}cam..,ro rS+(II)a`Ioi*io*rg)a=ZNOo=Z3'12











(,Ix) z- (rr) Z= Ig
(II)2i-Crr) = x0 (xx)*d-(II)u - ro
(rr)ll-(xx)u _ I0
(£`N)ZdN=xx









































C	 IF(EF(II).EQ.0) GO TO 50
C	 IF(EF(JJ).EQ.0) GO TO 50








1000	 FORMAT(1HO,' LEAVING FORMTF








COrlTION/CONVEN/H(752) , ISIDEH (752, 2 )
C
COMMON / SOLID / Z,R,AREAE,THSTF
1	 ,THCAP,NPT(752,3),TOLD
COMMON / SOLVEQ / F(483),EF(752),ZZ
COPPION /CONT/ KZETA(752),KETA(752),RHOCP(752),
 BETA (752)
C	 WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR GALERKIN ANALYSIS........
C







C	 WRITE (10,1000) Wl,W2,W3,W4,DT
1000 FORMAT (IHO,'ASSEMBLE	 IN TDHEAT ....1'//,5E15.8/' 	 ZZ



















sNauvabs do • oN=	0
SNMONMO d0 'ON=	0












I+VU00ad 30 aNH " " "  --D
0
(5'TT09`£I` HT) Lvj4uod TOOT
anNIINOO OST
	




	(I)3` (r)cirioi` (ff ` I)civoH,L` (rr` I)3Z5TLL`rr`f `I (0001 `9) 3rIHM	0
((r)aqo.L) *(ia/ 1 ((rf ` I)cI'dOH,L)a-^li^1+((ff ` I)3I.sH.L)-,=£hl)+(x),I= (I)3
T+I-f = ff
aNHf `I,Sf=r O-iT 09
	
QNSf `.Lsf (0001,9) S.mul	0 dN=QNHE'	(W.10' (INHr) 3I
MSN+T-I = aNar











aNaf `zsr=r On 0a
0
	aNHf`ssr`I (OOOT19) unim	0





maN- i+I = isr
OCT o.L OJ	(T•bs•I) -II0
0
HOMA UVO'I H5HUMI. ---**0
0
(9,51H913 , )ivwmod Om
(mSN`T=f ` (f `I)ZZ) (0002 `OI)nIum	0
unmilLNOa oil
d,tI/((r`i)dOHI,)=ZM+t (r`17,LSxs)a^TM = (r`I)ZZ mli=r OTT oa
0










1002	 FORMAT('	 IN SOLVE	 ZZ(I,J) COL 1 TO 4 '/)
100	 DO 130 I=1,NP
C	 WRITE(IO,1001)I,(ZZ(I,J),J=1,4),F(I)
1001	 FORMAT(' ',15,5E15.5)

























































THE GRID PROGRAM IS MODIFIED TO GENERATE RECTANGULAR ELEMENTS,
C
	




THE DIMENSION OF NCD(2500,6) IS CHANGED TO NOO(2500,7)
CH
	
THE DIMENSION OF NR(3) IS CHANGED TO NR(4)
CH
	






















































DO 20 IK=1, 6




IF( KK . NE . 46 ) GO TO 888
G	 WRITE(6,666) J3 , NE(J3)










IFCIPCH.EQ.0) GO TO 21
WRITE(IP,114) NEL,NE(JI),NE(J2),NE(J3),NE(J4),XE(J1),YE(Jl),XE(J2)
1,YE(J2),XE(J3),YE(J3),XE(J4),YE(J4)

































SZNH14a ` T= f OT Oa
(5.OT.IS`tiv`xv),LvlquDaLT
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U9T of os(o*bH• (P+oOO£)J.l')3I SHaON=.CP
ii(PP` (.0+0006),LP` (P+0009)ZP (f+000£)JX' (P) JP)0=4=SHQON
j^(^i`T=I`CP`I)^`EP`I)x)`(^1`TTI`(P+(1-I)a=0005)ZP)(LT`OI)sZ22Thi0
O=CP+0006),tI'Ho
i'0' T-2` (If ' I),X`
 (I	=)X) ` (7'1=I' (P+(T°I)*OOO£)ZP) UT `NI)aVSH051
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8881 OZ 09( (L`II)OoN,bu*riii ) dI


















S,LNSi4'I `T=r 06T 0(I	0
(SI£)'It OTC NVS,LN ` S,I` S3Q0N C 0 T £ ` dl) MUM
	




















SZNSiq'I ` T=r 19T  0Q	
	
NVglia` SJ,N21d`I`
 SSQON(OT£ `dI) S,II*ii^I	0
	

































































































WT= r `(r`I)VarIV) ("'LAIRIM













` 0-7' 0 ` LBZ' O `OW 0
`0'oOOE`0'000056T`O'000OSET
`0' OO ST ` 0' OO9ZW O' OOOf79T
`0'000T`0'0o5L6`0'OOOOLL/ 9OHd V.LBCI
VZSS `Vdrl ' 11011d N018102'id zriuma
	
0
(O9T).ld`(9L£)9dI.1 E- Ha- l0 Vfl0
(ZB^i)SI`{Z8^7)OI`C9L£)QIId`I,l`III`(5`9LE)' I`II `.I`i'`I`M 11SJSZNI
CZ8'1)oj" (Z8'7)vz,
 (OST)Iff
`(E`5)^id'I5^` CL `S)ffo2id` (9LE)^ZSS` CZS{7)Z` {Z8^7)^L` CZB^i)X NOISNUNM
0





N V H 0 0 H d
mu-ivnO MOAA^'^7}d 10 qq y















9L£`Z = T 09 oQ
T= ( T ) Qlid
(t. MOIVRUDd999
( (I) SI)Z-( (I) DI) aZT
ZO'7,1 = I zT as
CZBt`T = I `CIW	(999`9)amam0







iii = CT `7)aI
( T)	` (N)X` Cx)h` Cx}X` E!'}h` EI')X` EI)X` (I)X`N`x`! `T `IdN (LLL`9ALRIA0
{N)^` (N)X` (x}^` (x)X` (C)A` (1')X` (I)^` (TlX`N`x`I'`I `I+1N (LLL `9)C[Vuu
9L£`T = a 0T oa





































IT = a	 OF Poop, QU UTV
DO 70 I = 1,376!
IF(MID(I).GE.IT) 	 GO TO 15 I	 f+
15 IT = MID(I)
BI(IT) = BETA(I)
MIT) = TIPE(I)
WRITE(6,16)I,	 TIPE(I), BETA(I),	 IT
C WRITE(6,66)	 T,PT(IT)',
70 CONTINUE !i	 +I
16 FORMAT(I5,5X,A4,F10.4,	 15)
DO	 30 I = 1,482









IF(PT(I).EQ.'FIR') GO TO 17 .`.
IF(PT(I).EQ.'PAP') GO TO 27 =
7 WRITE(7,22) TI,(PROB(1,J), J=1,7) j
WRITE(7,33)	 (ALFA(I,J), J =1,3) -	 l
K ~ "^GO TO 80
17 WRITE(7,22) TI,(PROB(2,J), J=1,7)
WRITE(7,33)	 (ALFA(2,J), J =1,3)
GO TO 80
27 WRITE(7,22) TI,(PROB(3,J), J=1,7) i












































































THERMAL STRESSES IN THE BLADE 	 USING PLANE STRAIN APPROACH
496	 1	 1



























































































































i r , ^1
y •
48 -0.0594 9.8781 92.0556
49 8.5941 15.9040 154.5623
50 8.0688 17.2601 154.7453
51 7.5459 18.6850 155.1289
52 ORIG AL PACE,;
 [0 7.5094 18.8243 155.1588
53 OF POOR Q13AL3`V 3.0913 9.8112 113.2342
54 1.6412 9.4569 108.1028
55 0.2013 9.1000 93.2964
56 0.0625 9.0725 91.9792
57 9.5800 16.1700 154.7605
58 9.1300 17.5425 154.8743
59 8.6800 19.0100 155.1474
60 8.6500 19.1500 155.1694
61 3.2847 9.3059 107.4809
6 9 1.8859 8.7861 102.8803
63 0.5022 8.2625 91.9885
64 0.3656 8.2231 91.1432
65 10.7616 16.4266 154.8534
66 10.3938 17.8177 154.9407
67 10.0234 19.3300 155.1605
68 9.9994 19.4693 155.1775
69 3.6200 8.7400 102.4331
70 2.2900 8.0625 98.9507
71 0.9800 7.3800 91.4340
72 0.8500 7.3300 90.8650
73 12.1388 16.6737 154.8177
74 11.8600 18.0856 154.9131
75 11.5765 19.6450 155.1579
76 11.5575 19.7825 155.1759
77 4.0972 8.1134 98.3440
78 2.8534 7.2861 95.8928
79 1.6347 6.4525 90.9115
80 1.5156 6.3931 90.5528
81 13.7116 16.9116 154.5817
82 13.5288 18.3464 154.7357
83 13.3384 19.9550 155.1338.
84 13.3244 20.0894 155.1635
85 4.7163 7.4263 95.3039
86 3.5763 6.4569 93.6887
87 2.4663 5.4800 90.5535
88 2.3625 5.4125 90.3444
89 15.4800 17.1400 153.8904
90 15.4000 18.6000 154.2581
91 15.3100 20.2600 155.0557
92 15.3000 20.3900 155.1067
93 5.4772 6.6784 93.2149
94 4.4584 5.5748 92.1772
95 3.4747 4.4625 90.3037
96 3.3906 4.3881 90.1936
97 16.3600 17.2000 153.0317
98 16.6300 17.7400 152.9341
99 15.8000 17.8000 153.7650
100 15.8025 18.9350 154.2794






-.•v+.s -^.. L^.J fe ^z..r..•-rnr .'..«...^..^
	



















102 15.8000 20.3900 155.0989
103 6.3800 5.8700 91.8505
104 5.5000 4.6400 91.1968
105 4.6600 3.4000 90.1492
106 4.6000 3.3200 90.0924
107 16.8200 17.2300 152.0987
108 16.9700 18.0400 152.8914
109 17.0800 18.8300 153.7508
110 16.8200 18.2800 153.2712
111 16.3800 18.3600 153.6377
112 16.3400 19.2200 154.3084
113 16.3000 20,2600 135.0112
114. 16.3000 20.3900 155.0851
115 6.7350 5.5134 91.4067
116 5.9581 4.2261 90.8833
117 5.2137 2.9275 90.1065
118 5.1578 2.8425 90.0704
119 17.2200 17.2200 150.9112
120 17.2200 18.3000 153.1369
121 17.2200 19.3400 154.2458
122 16.7600 19.0000 154.0092
123 17.2200 19.4600 154.3388
124 16.7600 19.5750 154.4896
125 16.7600 20.2600 154.9978
126 16.7600 20.3900 155.0772
127 7.2900 5.1663 90.9979
128 6.6150 3.8294 90.6383
129 5.9650 2.4800 90.0829
130 5.9137 2.3900 90.0547
131 17.8400 17.5400 151.4541
132 17.9050 18.4900 153.2845
133 17.2200 15.6538 144.1907
134 17.8725 15.7737 144.6731
135 17.9700 19.3600 154.2331
136 17.9700 19.5000 154.3391
137 17.2200 19.8400 154.6544
138 17.9700 19.8750 154.6646
139 17.2200 20.2600 154.9879
140 17.2200 20.3900 155.0715
141 8.0450 4.8284 90.6712
142 7.4706 3.4498 90.4450
143 6.9137 2.0575 90.0612
144 6.8678 1.9625 90.0401
145 18.4700 17.8600 152.5973
146 18.4700 18.6700 153.616E
147 18.4700 15.8938 145.1270
148 18.4700 19.3600 154.2830
149 17.2200 14.1600 138.0302
150 17.9050 14.1600 138.0316
151 18.4700 14.1600 138.0318
152 18,4700 19.5400 154.4113
153 18.4700 19.9100 154.7148
154 17.9700 20.2600 154.9807
155 18.4700 20.2600 154.9871
a 47
A
.,^..sue,Y-....,,. _............... ^... ..:_.-_.. 	 ^°"ice,.	 ......^7
156 17.9700 20.3900 155.0665
157 9.0000 4.5000 90.4475
158 8.5250 3.0875 90.3062
159 ORIGINAL PAC`- Cam' 
	
8.0600 1.6600 90.0439
160 OF PO^^^^ ^_.,	 8.0200 1.5600 90.0285
161 19.4700 17.8700 153.7898
162 19.4700 18.6550 154.0946
163 19.4700 19.3700 154.5283
164 19.4700 19.5200 154.6021
165 17.2200 12.7388 132.1555
166 17.9375 12.6987 132.0249
167 18.4700 12.6587 131.8744
168 19.4700 19.8925 154.8245
169 19.4700 20.2600 155.0414
170 18.4700 20.3900 155.0680
171 19.4700 20.3900 155.1040
172 10.1550 4.1809 90.3129
173 9.7781 2.7423 90.2227
174 9.4038 1.2875 90.0314
175 9.3703 1.1825 90.0198
176 20.4700 17.8800 154.1075
177 20.4700 18.6400 154.3112
178 20.4700 19.3800 154.7841
179 20.4700 19.5100 154.8236
180 20.4700 19.8800 154.9594
181 17.2200 11.3900 126.2683
182 17.9700 11.3900 126.7595
183 18.4700 11.3900 126.8414
184 20.4700 20.2600 155.0976
185 20.4700 20.3900 155.1358
186 11.5100 3.8713 90.2962
187 11.2300 2.4144 90.2166
188 10.9450 0.9400 90.0313
189 10.9187 0.8300 90.0196
190 21.7062 19.3500 155.1174
I.91 21.7012 19.4887 155.1178
192 21.7181 19.8631 155.1418
193 21.7325 20.2350 155.1785
194 17.2200 10.6400 124.3878
195 17.9700 10.6400 124.4096
196 16.4700 10.6400 124.3720
197 16.4700 11.3900 125.3677
198 18.4700 10.6400 124.4140
199 21.7387 20.3550 155.1893
200 13.0650 3.5709 90.4361
201 12.8806 2.1036 90.3264
202 12.6838 0.6175 90.0457
203 12.6653 0.5025 90.0261
204 22.9400 19.3000 155.1814
205 22.9400 19.4400 155.1815
206 22.9675 19.8175 155.1866
207 22.9900 20.1800 155.1946
208 23.0000 20.3000 155.1970
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20.4700 1.8000 90.9125E .
20.4700 1.0400 90.4442.
18.4700 0.0200 90.1300
19.4700 0.9000 90.6054 !
















37.4800 17.3900 155.2000 h
A sa
318 37.5299 17.7400 155.2000
319 37.6000 18.1400 155.2000
320 37.6300 18.2600 155.2000
321 ^ CINAL PAGA:- 94 21.2100 0.5300 90.1030
322 OF POOR QUALITY 22.2900 1.0800 90.0357
323 22.2900 0.9600 90.0355
324 22.2850 0.5800 90.0275
325 21.2175 0.1538 90.0439
326 21.2100 0.0375 90.0284
327 37.8422 17.2166 155.2000
328 37.8555 17.3455 155.2000
329 37.8680 17.7036 155.2000
330 37.8988 18.1066 155.2000
331 37.9122 18.2377 155,2000
332 22.2900 0.2000 90.0110
333 23.6837 1,1637 90.0063
334 23.6875 1.0413 90.0062
335 23.6950 0.6700 90.0048
336 23.7075 0.2887 90.0019
337 22.2900 0.0800 90.0062
338 38.8589 16.9933 155.2000
339 38.8622 17.1289 155.2000
340 38.8555 17.4911 155.2000
341 38.8655 17.8933 155.2000
342 38.8689 18.0311 155.2000
343 23.7100 0.1675 90.0010
344 25.4000 1.2900 90.0013
345 25.4100 1.1600 90.0013
346 25.4400 0.8000 90.0009
347 25.4700 0.4200 90.0002
348 25.4700 0.3000 90.0001
349 40.5000 16.6000 155.2000
350 40.5000 16.7400 155.2000
351 40.4925 17.1025 155.2000
352 40.5000 17.5000 155.2000
353 40.5000 17.6400 155.2000
354 27.3933 1.5367 90.0002
355 27.4111 1.4111 90.0002
356 27.4577 1.0478 90.0001
357 27.5011 0.6711 90.0000
358 27.5155 0.5456 90.0000
359 42.7655 16.0367 155.2000
360 42.7689 16.1789 155.2000
361 42.7788 16.5378 155.2000
362 42.8022 16.9267 155.2000
363 42.8055 17.0644 155.2000
364 29.3733 1.8133 90.0000
365 29.3978 1.6911 90.0000
366 29.4577 1.3244 90.0000
367 29.5111 0.9511 90.0000
368 29.5355 0.8222 90.0000
369 45.6555 15.3033 155.2000
370 45.6689 15.4456 155.2000









372 45.7722 16.1733 155.2000
373 45.7855 16.3044 155.2000
374 31.3400 2.1200 90.0000
375 31.3700 2.0000 90.0000
376 31.4400 1.6300 90.0000
377 31.5000 1.2600 90.0000
378 31.5300 1.1300 90.0000
379 49.1700 14.4000 155.2000
380 49.2000 14.5400 155.2000
381 49.2999 14.8800 155.2000
382 49.4100 15.2400 155.2000
383 49.4400 15.3600 155.2000
384 33.2933 2.4567 90.0000
385 33.3277 2.3378 90.0000
386 33.4044 1.9644 90.0000
387 33,4677 1.5978 90.0000
388 33.4989 1.4689 90.0000
389 50.4525 14.0200 155.2000
390 50.5025 14.1600 155.2000
391 50.6056 14.5037 155.2000
392 50.7162 14.8625 155.2000
393 50.7450 14.9675 155.2000
394 35.2333 2.8233 90.0000
395 35.2711 2.7044 90.0000
396 35.3511 2.3278 90.0000
397 35.4144 169644 90.0000
398 35.4422 1.8389 90.0000
399 51.7400 13.6400 155.2000
400 53,.x000 13.7800 155.2000
401 51.9075 14.1250 155.2000
402 52.0200 14.4800 155.2000
403 52.0500 14.5800 155.2000
404 37.1600 3.2200 90.0000
405 37.2000 3.1.000 90.0000
406 37.2800 2.7200 90.0000
407 37.3400 2.3600 90.0000.
408 37.3600 2.2400 90.0000
409 53.0325 13.2600 155.2000
410 53.0925 13.4000 155.2000
411 33.2056 13.7437 155.2000
412 53.3212 14.0925 155.2000
413 53.3550 14.1975 155.2000
414 39.1844 3.6967 90.0000
415 39.2222 3.5822 90.0000
416 39.3083 3.1958 90.0000
417 39.3811 2.8344 90.0000
418 39,4156 2.7244 90.0000
419 54.3300 12.8800 155.2000
420 54.3800 13.0200 155.2000
421 54.5000 13.3600 155.2000
422 54.6200 13.7000 155.2000
423 54.6600 13.8200 155.2000
424 41.2044 4.1933 90.0000














427 IbRIGINAL PACE	 41.4178 3.3344 90.0000
428 OF POOR QUALITY	 4.1.4622 3.2278 90.0000
429 55.0600 12.6600 155.2000
430 55.0600 12.8300 1.55.2000
431 54.1000 12.1600 155.2000
432 55.0600 11.8600 155,2000
433 55.0600 13.2100 155.2000
434 55.0600 13.5800 155.2000
435 55.0600 13.7000 155.2000
436 43.2200 4.7100 90.0000
437 43.2600 4.6000 90.0000
438 43.3549 4.2125 90.0000
439 43.4500 3.8600 90.0000
440 43.5000 3.7500 90.0000
441 45.2311 5.2467 90.0000
442 45.2755 5.1355 90.0000
443 45.3733 4.7533 90,0000
444 45.4777 4.4111 90.0000
445 45.5289 4.2911 90.0000
446 47.2377 5.8033 90.0000
447 47.2888 5.6889 90.0000
448 47.3883 5.3158 90.0000
449 47.5011 4.9878 90.0000
450 47.5488 4.8511 90.0000
451 49.2400 6.3800 90.0000
452 49.3000 6.2600 90.0000
453 49.4000 5.9000 90.0000
454 49.5200 5.5900 90.0000
455 49.5600 5.4300 90.0000
456 50.5250 6.7750 90.0000
457 50.5550 6.6475 90.0000
458 50.6637 6.2981 90.0000
459 50.7825 5.9812 90.0000
460 50.8250 5.6675 90.0000
461 51.8000 7.1800 90.0000
462 51.8200 7.0500 90.0000
463 51.9350 6.7075 90.0000
464 52.0500 6.3800 90.0000
465 52.1000 6.0200 90.0000
466 53.0650 7.5950 90.0000
467 53.0950 7.4675 90.0000
468 53.2137 7.1281 90.0000
469 53.3225 6.7863 9.0.0000
470 53,3850 6.4875 90.0000
471 54.3200 8.0200 90.0000
472 54.3800 7.9000 90.0000
473 54.5000 7.5600 90.0000
474 54.6000 7.2000 90,0000
475 54.6800 7.0700 90.0000
476 55.0600 8.2600 90.0000
477 5.5.0600 .8.1400 90.0000
478 55.0600 9.0500 90.0000




' 480 55.0600 7.7300 90,0000
481 55.0600 7.3400 90.0000
482 55,0600 7.2000 90.0000
483 55.0600 10.455 122.6000
484 55.3100 13.700 155.2000
485 55.3100 13.640 155.2000
486 55,3100 13.210 155.2000
- 487 55.3100 12.830 155.2000
488 55.3100 12.660 155.2000
489 55.3100 11.860 155.2000
490 55.3100 10.455 122.6000
491 55.3100 9.0500 90.0000
492 55.3100 8.2600 90.0000
i 493 55.3100 8.1400 90.0000
494 55.3100 7.7300 90.0000
495 55.3100 7.3400 90.0000
496 55.3100 7.2000 90.0000
t 4	 388	 45 1	 1	 2
1	 15.0000
70.0 770000.0 164000.0 1380000.00.4400(10000.166000010.25500000
0x000027050:000430380.0000.1457
2	 -8.9994
70..0 770000.0 164000.0 1380000.00.440000000.166000010.25500000
0.000027050.000030380.00001457
3	 0.0000
70.0 770000.0 164000.0 1380000.00.440000000.166000010.25500000
0.000027050.000030380.00001457
4	 21.9981
70.0 770000.0 164000.0 1380000.00.440000000.166000010.25500000
0.0000270!'0 000030380.00001457
5	 9.9993
70.0 770000.0 164000.0 1380000.00.440000000.166000010.25500000
0.000027050.000030380.00001457
6	 69.9948
70.0 770000.0 164000.0 1380000.00.440000000.166000010.25500000
0.000027050.000030380.00001457
7	 39.9970
70.0 770000.0 164600.0 1380000.00.440000000.166000010.25500000
0.000027050.000030380.00001457
8	 139.9907
70.0 770000.0 164000.0 1380000.00.440000000.166000010.25500000
0.000027050.000030380.00001457
9	 109.9917
70.0 770000.0 164000.0 1380000.00.440000000.166000010.25500000
0.000027050.000030380.00001457
10.	 169.9851
70.0 770000.0 164000.0 1380000.00.440000000.166000010.25500000
0.000027050.000030380.00001457
11	 157.9873
70.0 770000.0 164000.0 1380000.00.440000000.166000010.25500000
0.000027050.000030380.00001457
12	 179.98&6















G 94:JF1'3^ rtv PAGE 21t
OF POOR QUALITY
13	 188.9861
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31	 39.9970
	















34	 139.9907	 +i	 i


































































1 422 434 435 423
	 1	 70.0000	 4	 110000
2 382 392 393 383
	 1	 70.0000	 4	 1.0000
3 392 402 403 393
	 1	 70.0000
	 4	 1.0000
4 402 412 413 403
	 1	 70.0000	 4	 1.0000
5 412 422 423 413
	 1	 70.0000	 4	 1.0000
5 ^v
s.,,....,	 -	 ..	 .-. -. ,:.. .:.•..,.. -...... _... ^.^ ._....^......... . Wes... _.	 -	 --	 7 ^'	 -mom-„	 ^_^^	 - .-	 ..,... ... ^.^+^1
CROW'. PAGE FS
OF DOOR QUALITY
6 319 330 331 320 1 70.0000 4 1,0000
7 330 341 342 331 1 70.0000 4 1.0000
8 341 352 353 342 1 70.0000 4 1.0000
9 352 362 363 353 1 70.0000 4 1.0000
10 362 372 373 363 1 70.0000 4 1.0000
11 372 382 383 373 1 70.0000 4 1.0000
12 234 250 251 235 2 70.0000 4 1.0000
13 250 266 267 251 2 70.0000 4 1.0000
14 266 280 281 267 2 70.0000 4 1.0000
15 280 294 295 281 2 70.0000 4 1.0000
16 294 308 309 295 2 70.0000 4 1.0000
17 308 319 320 309 2 70.0000 4 1.0000
18 184 193 199 185 3 70.0000 4 1.0000
19 193 207 208 199 3 70.0000' 4 1.0000
20 207 220 221 208 3 70.0000 4 1.0000
21 220 234 235 221 3 70.0000 4 1.0000
22 155 169 171 170 3 70.0000 4 1.0000
23 169 184 185 171 3 70.0000 4 1.0000
24 139 154 156 140 3 70.0000 4 1.0000
25 154 155 170 156 3 70.0000 4 1.0000
26 113 125 126 114 3 70.0.000 4 1.0000
27 125 139 140 126 3 70.0000 4 1.0000
28 91 101 102 92 3 70.0000 4 1.0000
29 101 113 114 102 3 70.0000 4 1.0000
30 27 35 36 28 4 70.0000 4 1.0000
31 35 43 44 36 4 70.'0000 4 1.0000
32 43 51 52 44 4 70.0000 4 1.0000
33 51 59 60 52 4 70.0000 4 1.0000
34 59 67 68 60 5 70.0000 4 1.0000
35 67 75 76 68 5 70.0000 4 1.0000
36 75 83 84 76 5 70.0000 4 1.0000
37 83 91 92 84 5 70.0000 4 1.0000
38 39 31 32 40 6 70.0000 4 1.0000
39 31 18 24 32 6 70.0000 4 1.0000
40 18 12 22 24 6 70.0000 4 1.0000
41 12 10 20 22 6 70,0000 4 1.0000
42 10 9 19 20 7 70.0000 4 1.0000
43 9 11 21 19 7 70.0000 4 1.0000
44 11 15 23 21 7 70.0000 4 1.0000
45 15 27 28 23 7 70.0000 4 1.0000
46 105 95 96 106 8 70.0000 4 1.0000
47 95 87 88 96 8 70.0000 4 1.0000
48 87 79 80 88 .8 70.0000 4 1.0000
49 79 71 72 80 8 70.0000 4 1.0000
50 71 63 64 72 9 70.0000 4 1.0000
51 63 55 56 64 9 70.0000 4 1.0000
52 55 47 48 56 9 70.0000 4 1.0000
53 47 39 40 48 9 70.0000 4 1.0000
54 215 202 203 216 10 70.0000 4 1.0000
55 202 188 189 203 10 70.0000 4 1.0000
56 188 174 175 189 10 70.0000 4 1.0000
57 174 159 160 175 10 70.0000 4 1.0000
58 159 143 144 160 11 70.0000 4 110000












60 129 117 118 130 11 70.0000 4 1.0000
61 117 105 106 118 11 70.0000 4 1.0000
62 242 229 230 246 12 70.0000 4 1.0000
63 229 215 216 230 12 70.0000 4 1.0000
64 271 257 258 272 12 70.0000 4 1.0000
65 257 242 246 258 12 70.0000 4 1.0000
66 290 285 286 300 12 70.0000 4 1.0000
67 285 271 272 286 12 70.0000 4 1.0000
68 314 303 304 315 12 70.0000 4 1.0000
69 303 290 300 304 12 70.0000 4 1.0000
70 347 336 343 348 12 70.0000 4 1.0000
71 336 332 337 343 12 70.0000 4 1.0000
72 332 325 326 337 12 70.0000 4 1.0000
73 325 314 315 326 12 70.0000 4 1.0000
74 407 397 398 408 13 70.0000 4 1.0000
75 397 387 388 398 13 70.0000 4 1.0000
76 387 377 378 388 13 70.0000 4 1.0000
77 377 367 368 37B 13 70.0000 4 1.0000
78 367 357 358 368 13 70.0000 4 1.0000
79 357 347 348 358 13 70.0000 4 1.0000
.80 454 . 449 .450 •455 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
81 449 444 445 450 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
82 444 439 440 445 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
83 439 427 428 440 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
84 427 417 418 428 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
85 417 407 408 418 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
86 474 469 470 475 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
87 469 464 465 470 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
88 464 459 460 465 14 70.0000 4 110000
89 459 454 455 460 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
90 461 474 475 482 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
91 476 471 472 477 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
92 471 466 467 472 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
93 466 461 462 467 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
94 461 456 457 462 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
95 456 451 452 457 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
96 451 446 447 452 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
97 446 441 442 447 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
98 441 436 437 442 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
99 436 424 425 437 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
100 424 414 415 425 14 70.0000 4 1.0000
101 414 404 405 415 14 70.0000 4 1,0000
102 404 394 395 405 15 70.0000 4 1.0000
103 394 384 385 395 15 70.0000 4 1.0000
104 384 374 375 385 15 70.4000 4 1.0000
105 374 364 365 375 15 70.0000 4 1.0000
106 364 354 355 365 15 70.0000 4 1.0000
107 354 344 345 355 15 70.0000 4 1.0000
108 344 333 334 345 16 70.0000 4 1.0000
109 333 322 323 334 16 70.0000 4 1.0000
110 322 311 312 323 16 70.0000 4 1.0000
111 311 299 310 312 16 70.0000 4 1.0000
112 299 296 301 3.10 16 70.0000 4 1.0000





OF POT! QUALr' dI z
F
114 287 274 275
115 274 261 262
116 121 135 136
117 135 148 152
118 148 163 164
115 163 178 179
120 178 190 191
121 190 204 205
122 204 217 218
123 217 231 232
124 231 247 248
125 247 263 264
126 263 277 278
127 277 291 292
128 291 305 306
129 305 316 317
130 316 327 328
131 327 338 339
132 338 349 350
133 349 359 360
134 359 369 370
135 369 379 380
136 379 389 390
137 389 399 400
138 399 409 410
139 409 419 420
140 419 429 430
141 431 432 429
142 421 433 434
143 420 430 433
144 381 391 392
145 391 401 402
146 401 411 412
147 411 421 422
148 380 390 391
149 390 400 401
150 400 410 411
151 410 420 421
152 318 329 330
153 329 340 341
154 340 351 352
155 351 361 362
156 361 371 372
157 371 381 382
158 317 328 329
159 328 339 340
160 339 350 351
161 350 360 361
162 360 370 371
163 370 380 381
164 233 249 250
165 249 265 266
166 265 279 28.0
167 279 293 294
288 16 70.0000 4 1.0000
275 16 70,0000 4 1.0000
123 17 70.0000 4 1.0000
136 17 70.0000 4 1.0000 t,!I
152 17 70.0000 4 1.0000 ;I
164 17 70.0000 4 1.0000 3,
179 17 70.0000 4 1.0000
191 17 70.0000 4 1.00001
205 17 70.0000 4 1.0000
218 17 70.0000 4 1.0000
232 18 70.0000 4 1.0000.
248 18 70.0000 4 1.0000
264 18 70.0000 4 1.0000 t
278 1S 70.0000 4 1.0000
292 18 70.0000 4 1.0000
306 18 70.0000 4 1.0000
E
317 19 70.0000 4 1.0000 r
328 19 70.000.0 4 1.0000
339 19 70.0000 4 1.0000
350 19 70 .0000 4 1.0000
360 19 70.0000 4 1.0000
370 19 70.0000 4 1.0000 -.
380 19 70.0000 4 1.0000
390 19 70.0000 4 1.0000 9
400 19 70.0000 4 1.0000
410 19 70.0000 4 1.0000
420 19 70.0000 4 1.0000
419 20 70.0000 4 1.0000
422 20 70.0000 4 110000
421 20 70.0000 4 1.0000
382 20 70.0000 4 1.0000
392 20 70.0000 4 1.0000' ..:
402 20 70.0000 4 1.0000
412 20 70.0000 4 1.0000 1 f
381 20 70.0000 4 1.0000
391 20 70.0000 4 1.0000
401 20 70.0000 4 1.0000 ++
411 20 70.0000 4 1.0000 i^
319 21 70.0000 4 1.0000
330 21 70.0000 4 1.0000
341 21 70.0000 4 1.0000 !.
352 21 70.0000 4 1.0000 ^E
362 21 70.0000 4 1.0000
372 21 70.0000 4 1.0000
318 21 70.0000 4 1.0000
329 21 70.0000 4 1.0000
340 21 70.0000 4 1.0000
351 21 70.0000 4 1.0000 ',!
361 21 70.0000 4 1.0000
371 21 70.0000 4 1.0000
234 22 70.0000 4 1.0000
250 22 70.0000 4 1.0000
III
266 22 70.0000 4 1.0000





































































222 74 82 83 75 25 70.0000 4 110000 +
223 82 90 91 83 25 70.0000 4 1.0000 }
224 25 33 34 26 26 70.0000 4 1.0000 I	 F
225 33 41 42 34 26 70.0000 4: 1.0000
226 41 49 50 42 26 70.0000 4 1.0000
227 49 57 58 50 26 70.0000 4 1.0000
228 57 65 66 58 27 70.0000 4 1.0000
229 65 73 74 66 27 70.0000 4 1.0000
230 73 81 82 74 27 70.0000 4 1.0000
231 81 89 90 82 27 70.0000 4 1.0000
232 38 30 31 39 28 70.0000 4 1.0000
233 30 17 18 31 28 70.0000 4 1.0000
234 17 8 12 18 28 70.0000 4 1.0000
235 8 4 10 12 28 70.0000 4 1.0000
236 4 3 9 10 29 70.0000 4 1.0000
237 3 6 11 9 29 70.0000 4 1.0000
238 6 14 15 11 29 70.0000 4 1.0000
239 14 26 27 15 29 70.0000 4 1.0000
240 37 29 30 38 30 70.0000 4 110000
241 29 16 17 30 30 70.0000 4 1.0000
V
-242 . 16 7 8 17 30 70,0000 4 1.0000
243 7 2 4 8 30 70.0000 4 1.0000.
244 2 1 3 4 31 70.0000 4 1.0000
245 1 5 6 3 31 70.0000 4 1.0000
246 5 13 14 6 31 70.0000 4 1.0000
247 13 25 26 14 31 70.0000 4 1.0000
248 104 94 95 105 32 70.0000 4 1.0000'
249 94 86 87 95 32 70.0000 4 1.0000 1
250 86 78 79 87 32 70.0000 4 1.0000
251 78 70 71 79 32 70.0000 4 1.0000E
252 70 62 63 71 33 70.0000 4 1.0000'
253 62 54 55 63 33 70.0000 4 1.0000
254 54 46 47 55 33 70.0000 4 1.0000
255 46 38 39 47 33 70.0000 4 1.0000 li:
256 103 93 94 104 34 70.0000 4 1.0000
257 93 85 86 94 34 70.0000 4 1.0000 k
258 85 77 78 86 34 70.0000 4 1.0000
259 77 69 70 78 34 70.0000 4 1.0000 -
260 69 61 62 70 35 70.0000 4 1.0000
261 61 53 54 62 35 70.0000 4 1.0000
262 53 45 46 54 35 70.0000 4 1.0000
263 45 37 38 46 35 70.0000 4 1.0000
264 214 201 202 215 36 70.0000 4 1.0000
265 201 187 188 202 36 70.0000 4 1.0000
266 187 173 174 1 88 3 6 0 0 07	 0 0 4 1.0000
267 173 158 159 174 36 70.0000 4 1.0000
268 158 142 143 159 37 70.0000 4 1.0000
269 142 128 129 143 37 70.0000 4 1.0000
270 128 116 117 129 37 70.0000 4 1.0000
271 116 104 105 117 37 70.0000 4 1.0000
272 213 200 201 214 38 70.0000 4 1.0000
273 200 186 187 201 38 70.0000 4 1.0000
274 186 172 173 18. 7 38 70.0000 4 1.0000




OF BOOR QUAL ilf,
276 157 141 142 158 39 70.0000 4 1.0000
277 141 127 128 142 39 70.0000 4 1.0000
278 127 115 116 128 39 70.0000 4 1.0000
279 115 103 104 116 39 70.0000 4 1.0000
280 240 226 229 242 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
281 226 214 215 229 40 70.0000 4 110000
282 239 225 226 240 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
283 225 213 214 226 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
284 228 225 239 241 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
285 227 213 225 228 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
286 245 255 262 261 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
287 241 239 255 245 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
288 270 256 257 271 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
289 256 240 242 257 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
290 262 255 256 270 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
291 255 239 240 256 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
292 260 244 245 261 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
293 244 228 241 245 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
294 259 243 244 260 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
295 243 227 228 244 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
295 282 -273 274 28.7 -40 70..000.0 4 1.0000
297 273 260 261 274 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
298 269 268 273 282 40 70,0000 4 1.0000
299 268 259 260 273 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
300 298 284 296 299 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
301 284 282 287 296 40 70.0000 4 1.0001
302 297 283 284 298 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
303 283 269 282 284 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
304 289 276 285 290 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
305 276 270 271 285 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
306 288 275 276 289 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
307 275 262 270 276 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
308 313 302 303 314 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
309 302 289 290 303 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
310 310 301 302 313 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
311 301 288 289 302 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
312 346 335 336 347 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
313 335 324 332 336 40 70.0000 4 2.0000
314 324 321 325 332 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
315 321 313 314 325 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
316 345 334 335 346 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
317 334 323 324 335 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
318 323 312 321 324 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
319 312 310 3.13 321 40 70.0000 4 1.0000
320 406 396 397 407 41 70.0000 4 1.0000
321 396 386 387 397 41 70.0000 4 1.0000
322 386 376 377 387 41 70.0000 4 1.0000
323 376 366 367 377 41 70.0000 4 1.0000
324 366 356 357 367 41 70.0006 4 1.0000
325 356 346 347 357 41 70.0000 4 1.0000
326 405 395 396 406 41 70.0000 4 1.0000
327 395 385 386 396. 41 70.0000 4 1.0000
328 385 375 376 386 41 70.0000 4 1.0000





476 43 70.0000 4 1.0000
209 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
210 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
222 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
223 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
236 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
237 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
252 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
253 44 70.0000 4 1.0000 }
181 44 70.0000 4 1.0000:
182 44 70.0000 4 1.0000 {
194 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
195 44 70.0000 4 1.0000 u	 !
197 44 70.0000 4 1.0000 f
196 44 70.0000 4 1.0000 ;.
119 44 70.0000 4 7..0000
131 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
133 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
134 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
149 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
150 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
165 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
166 44 70.0000 4 1.0000
435 45 70.0000 4 1.0000
434 45 70.0000 4 1.0000
433 45 70.0000 4 1.0000
430 45 70.0000 4 1.0000 ^.
429 45 70.0000 4 1.0000
432 45 70.0000 4 1.0000
483 45 70.0000 4 110000
t
ORIGINAL PAGE- Me--
OF POOR QE ALA n
}
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366 41 70.0000 4 1.0000
356 41 70.0000 4 1.0000
454 42 70.0000 4 1.0000
449 42 70.0000 4 1.0000
444 42 70.0000 4 1.0000
439 42 70.0000 4 1.0000
427 42 70.0000 4 1.0000
417 42 70.0000 4 1.0000
453 42 70.0000 4 1.0000
448 42 70.0000 4 1.0000
443 42 70.0000 4 1.0000
438 42 70.0000 4 1.0000
426 42 70.0000 4 1.0000
416 42 70.0000 4 1.0000
474 43 70.0000 4 1.0000
469 43 70.0000 4 1.0000
464 43 70.0000 4 110000
459 43 70.0000 4 1.0000
473 43 70.0000 4 1.0000
468 43 70.0000 4 1.0000
463 43 70.0000 4 1.0000
458 43 70.0000 4 1.0000
481 43 70.0000 4 1.0000
480 43 70.0000 4 1.0000
330 365 355 356
331 355 345 346
332 453 448 449
333 448 443 444
334 443 438 439
335 438 426 427
336 426 416 417
337 416 406 407
338 452 447 448
339 447 442 443
340 442 4.37 438
as"41 437 425 426
342 425 415 416
343 415 405 406
344 473 468 469
345 468 463 464
346 463 458 459
347 458 453 454
348 472 467 468
349 467 462 463
350 462 .4,5.7 -158
351 457 452 453
352 480 473 474
353 477 472 473
354 478 479 471
355 222 223 210
356 223 224 212
357 236 237 223
358 237 238 224
359 252 253 237
360 253 254 238
361 259 268 253
362 268 269 254
363 194 195 182
364 195 198 183
365 209 210 195
366 210 212 198
367 196 194 181
368 211 209 194
369 133 134 131
370 134 147 145
371 149 150 134
372 150 151 147
373 165 166 150
374 166 157 151
375 181 182 166
376 182 183 167
377 434 485 484
378 433 486 485
379 430 487 486
380 429 488 487
381 432 489 488
382 483 490 489
383 478 491 490
384 476 492 491 478 45 70.0000 4 1.0000
385 477 493 492 476 45 70.0000 4 1.0000
386 480 494 493 477 45 70.0000 4 1.0000
387 481 495 494 480 45 70.0000 4 1.0000






C RADIAL-TANGENTIAL STRESS PRGRAM
C
DIMENSION SZETA(90),SEATA(90),SZT(90),BETA(90)
REAL S11, S22, S12, AA, BB
INTEGER NN, NEL










IF(XK.GE . 54.AND.KK.LE.57) BETA(KK)=2.9668
IF(KK.GE . 58.AND.KK.LE.61) BETA(I.'K)=2.7574
IF(KK.GE. 62.AND.KK.LE.73) BETA(KK)=3.14136



























TEMPERATURE IN DEGREE	 P
!l
NODE NO. TEMP. NODE NO. TEMP. NODE NO. TEMP. NODE NO. TEMP. t
1 64.771 2 64.015 3 64.434 4 64.520
5 64.923 6 63.561 7 54.372 8 57.723 ^!
9 64.710 10 60.236 11 64.287 12 65.035
13 62.583 14 49.721 15 44.719 16 49.930
17 54.377 18 64.910 19 62.037 20 57.884
21 63.571 22 65.114 23 60.451 24 43.022
25 39.196 26 65.039 27 63.285 28 64.111
29 60.495 30 64.505 31 65.080 32 65.131 #."
33 33.511 34 33.532 35 34.125 36 64.355
37 62.310 38 63.526 39 63.910 40 33.920
41 65.107 42 65.146 43 7.167 44 25.235
45 29.125 46 64.568 47 64.269 48 2.056
49 65.129 50 65.159 51 3.296 52 18.103
1.97953 23.234 54 64.745 55 64.562 56 ".
57 65.147 58 65.169 59 1.989 60 1.143
61 12.880 62 17.481 63 64.874 64 64.760
65 65.161 66 65.177 67 1.434 68 0.865
69 8.951 70 12.433 71 64.941 72 64.853
73 65.158 74 65.176 75 0.911 76 0.553
77 5.893 78 8.344 79 64.913 80 64.818
81 65.134 82 65.163 83 0.554 84 0.344
85 3.689 86 5.304 87 64.736 88 64.582
89 65.056 90 65.107 91 64.258 92 0.304
93 0.194 94 2.177 95 3.215 96 63.890
97 65.033 98 65.099 99 64.279 100 63.765
101 0.149 102 1.197 103 0.092 104 1.851
105 63.032 106 65.011 107 65.085 108 64.308
109 63.638 110 62.934 111 0.107 112 0.883
113 1.407 1145 0.070 115 62.099 116 64.998
117 65.077 118 64.490 119 64.009 120 63.271
121 62.891 122 0.083 123 0.638 124 0.998 ff
125 0.055 126 60.911 127 64.988 128 65.071'_ 1
129 64.654 130 64.339 131 63.751 132 64.246
133 63.137 134 0.061 135 0.445 136 0.671
137 0.040 138 61.454 139 54.191 140 54.673
141 64.981 142 65.067 143 64.665 144 64.339 -
145 64.233 146 63.285 147 0.044 148 0.306
14-9 0.441 150 0.029 151 62.597 152 55.127
153 48.030 154 48.032 155 48.032 156 64.987
157 65.068 158 64.715 159 64.411 160 64.283
161 63.617 162 0.031 163 0.223 164 0.313,
165 0.020 166 63.790 167 64.095 168 42.156
169 42.025 170 41.874 171 65.041 172 65.104
173 64.824 174 64.602 175 64.528 176 0.031
177 0.217 178 0.296 179 0.020 180 64.107
181 64.311 182 64.784 183 36.268 184 36.760

























































190 0.046 191 0.326 192 0.436
194 65.117 195 65.118 196 34.388
198 35.368 199 34.410 200 34.414
202 65.189 203 65.142 204 0.116
206 0.908 207 0.077 208 65.181
210 65.187 211 32.400 212 33.285
214 31.881 215 65.195 216 65.197
218 0.723 219 1.105 220 1.738
222 65.196 223 65.196 224 65.197
226 25.195 227 25.330 228 25.488
230 0.171 231 0.103 232 0.748
234 1.880 235 2.607 236 65.199
238 65.199 239 65.200 240 65.200
242 18.273 243 18.284 244 0.198
246 0.668 247 1.226 248 1.761
250 4.229 251 65.200 252 65.200
254 65.200 255 65.200 256 11.381
258 10.453 259 0.210 260 0.493
262 0.839 263 1.381 264 2.072
266 65.200 267 65.200 268 65.200
270 65.200 271 2.559 272 0.221
274 0.862 275 0.134 276 0.954
278 1.950 279 65.200 280 65.200
282 65.200 283 65.200 284 1.635
286 0.204 287 0.501 288 0.814
290 0.130 291 65.200 292 65.200
294 65.200 295 65.200 296 1.128
298 0.158 299 0.379 300 0.670
302 0.099 303 65.200 304 65.200
306 65.200 307 65.200 308 0.913
310 0.060 311 0.240 312 0.444
314 65.200 315 65.200 316 65.200
318 65.200 319 0.044 320 0.028
322 0.143 323 0.145 324 65.200
326 65.200 327 65.200 328 65.200
330 0.028 331 0.006 332 0.036
334 65.200 335 65.200 336 65.200
338 65.200 339 0.002 340 0.005
342 0.006 343 0.006 344 65.200
346 65.200 347 65.200 348 65.200
350 0.001 351 0.001 352 0.000
354 65.200 355 65.200 356 65.200
358 65.200 359 0.000 360 0.000
362 0.000 363 -0.000 364 65.200
366 65.200 367 65.200 368 65.200
370 0.000 371 0.000 372 0.000
374 65.200 375 65.200 376 65.200
378 05.200 379 -0.000 380 0.000
382 0.000 383 --0.000 384 65.200
386 65.200 387 65.200 388 65.200
390 0.000 391 0.000 392 0.000
394 65.200 395 65.200 396 6.5.200
398 65.200 399 -0.000 400 0.000






























































405 65.200 406 65.200 407 65.200 408 65.200
409 0.000 410 0.000 411 0.000 412 0.000
433 0.000 414 65.200 415 65.200 416 65.200
417 65.200 418 65.200 419 -0.000 420 0.000
421 0.000 422 0.000 423 -0.000 424 65.200
425 65.200 426 65.200 427 65.200 428 65.200
429 65.200 430 0.000 431 0.000 432 0,000
433 0.000 434 0.000 435 65.200 436 -0.000
437 0.000 438 0.000 439 0.000 440 -0.000
441 0.000 442 0.000 443 0.000 444 01000
445 0.000 446 -0.000 447 -0.000 448 0.000
449 0.000 450 -0.000 451 0.000 452 0.000
453 0.000 454 0.000 455 0.000 456 0.000
457 -0.000 458 0.000 459 0.000 460 0.000
461 0.000 462 0.000 463 0.000 464 0.000
465 0.000 466 0.000 467 -0.000 468 0.000
469 0.000 470 0.000 471 0.000 472 0.000
473 0.000 474 0.000 475 0.000 476 0.000
477 0.000 478 0.000 479 0.000 480 0.000






NEL S-ZETA S-EATA TUE-ZET-ET
1 72.753 -25.031 0.097
2 128.730 21.610 -10.909
3 150.471 17.487 -3.885
4 134.717 7.048 -3.030
5 103.118 -6.019 -6.335
6 42.985 1.648 1.088
7 43.985 8.558 0.592
8 40.778 4.444 0.450
9 36.630 -2.692 0.738
10 34.134 -8.519 -4.441
11 30.389 -9.585 6.986
12 58.134 -24.751 -12.546
13 7.830 -7.608 4.800
14 .84.303 -0.846 1.810
15 85.364 4.561 -1.291
16 74.380 5.382 -0.979
17 57.161 0.881 -0.938
18 182.210 6.823 -4.466
19 193.090 13.623 -6.950
20 184.950 17.615 -4.893
21 138.810 5.602 2.921
22 141.180 -6.364 3.446
23 159.040 -0.724 8.298
24 159.540 -1.576 -4.006
25 143.690 -5.850 -3.097
26 181.040 -1.726 -2.301
27 175.540 1.292 -2.021
28 206.120 -2.201 -0.493
29 196.080 -0.605 --2.915
30 219.495 2.378 8.540
31 220.655 3.084 3.971
32 219.076 0.208 -4.697
33 218.126 -1.217 -8.853
34 220.024 -0.417 2.685
35 219.586 1.129 3.916
36 219.361 0.641 0.488
37 216.837 -0.101 -3.518
38 212.754 62.153 24.500
39 281.875 95.675 -25.342
40 228.291 42.228 -19.808
41 198.368 4.434 18.915
42 196.845 -7.460 11.578
43 205.437 1.01.1 6..168
44 211.376 0.407 -3.798
45 218.019 --1.705 -8.118
46 54.648 -2.145 -4.063












Li6Q V}	 i4\:L-di:^ ^a :rlw^ WET
OF FOOn QUALM
a
48 64.369 0.498 -9.703
49 70.544 2.808 -12.586
50 71.693 -12.204 -2.760
51 44.375 -42.569 -23.700
52 -14.116 -79.770 -49.946
53 21.449 -105.675 -27.785
54
-0.499 -1.587 -1.159
55 -9.181 -0.671 -2.958
56 18.219 0.743
-0.578
57 25.410 0.581 0.050
58 34.978 1,825
-0.734
59 40.194 1.519 -1.884
60 39.774 1.679 -5.518
61 32.715 -3.919
-8.640
62 -9.067 -1.591 1.703
63 -6.920 -3.156 1.557
64 -13.227 -0,119 0.270
65
-11.307 •0.518 1.700
66 -9.902 2.126 -1.099
67 -11.378 0.579 -2.753
- . 68 -33..046 -5.307 3.648
69 -15.536 1.261 2.706
70 -36.337 6.309 -2.919





74 -55.141 0.136 -3.032
75 -55.361 -1.528 -1.849
76 -56.541 -0.846 -0.927
77 -58.733 0.498 -0.432
78 -62.359 1.659 0.193
79 -67.046 -0.531 5.309
80 -32.720 -6.246 -3.719
81 -38.555 -5.031 0.494
82 -44.718 -3.183 0.305
83 -50.290 -0.961 0.029
84 -54.344 2.025 0.268
85 -56.160 4.501 1.446
86 1.913 2.701 -3.104
87 1.889 1.905 -0.896
88 1.010 1.776 0.904
89 -5.577 0.805 3.054
90 1.411 --4.648 -8-905
^^	 1
